54:
conyex side of the block, set back from the convex edge of the rail, at the radius -c, the distance equal that the bracket b is from the concave, which will be the face of the lower riser, and from the centres of the rail trace out the lines v, of the veneer (the face of which touching the base of the baluster, the inner line of the veneer being the convex side of the Block], around to G, where the end of the veneer is let into the Block, a groove being made by the cut of a fine saw for its reception. It will be observed that v the veneer and Riser are the same piece, there being a gain cut into the Block at A, for the reception of the Riser part. To obtain the length of v the veneer, take a small cord, and by applying the end to the depth of the groove at G, then encircle the Block with it around to A, which will be the length required for the vene'er part, at the same time allowing for W, the wedges (which are formed as w w at fig. 7), to strain the veneer close and smooth to the Block. The form of the Block being worked out to the given lines, and gains cut for the reception of the String and Riser. Then prepare a sizing of glue and size the Block upon the convex side, from G around to A, also the gains, and let it become dry before the veneer is applied. The plank from which the Block is formed should be perfectly seasoned.
To prepare the veneer and riser.
The length of the riser being obtained, including the length of the veneer, and got to its proper width and thickness, then gauge the part for the veneer about one-eighth of an inch in thickness, and with a rip-saw slit out the veneer. In planing up v, the veneer, give it a gradual diminish from the Riser to the end, that it may enter the groove at G. Then put the veneer part into hot water, and let it remain until it becomes soft and easily bent, being then ready for application to the Block; give the Block another good coat of well prepared glue from G around to A, also the gain for the reception of the Riser. Then place the end of the veneer square into the groove at G, and carefully bend it around the Block, until it will admit the Riser into the gain at A. The wedges being driven properly, one from each side of the Block, will strain the veneer smooth and close to the Block.

